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ABSTRACT
We show that the exact beta{function of 4D N = 2 SYM plays the role of the metric whose
inverse satises the WDVV{like equations FikllmFmnj = FjkllmFmni. The conjecture that
the WDVV{like equations are equivalent to the identity involving the u{modulus and the
prepotential F , seen as a superconformal anomaly, sheds light on the recently considered
c{theorem for the N = 2 SYM eld theories.
The Seiberg{Witten results about N = 2 SUSY Yang{Mills [1] have been recently red-
erived, in the SU(2) case, in [2]. The approach, based on uniformization theory, uses reflec-
tion symmetry of quantum vacua, asymptotics analysis and the identity [3]
u = i(F − a@aF=2): (1)
This identity, rst checked up to two{instanton in [4], has been proved to any order in
the instanton expansion in [5]. Furthermore, Eq.(1) has been obtained as an anomalous
superconformal Ward identity in [6].
As a consequence of the Seiberg{Witten results, it has been possible to derive the ex-
plicit expression for the beta{function [7][8][9][10] which has been recently reconsidered in
[11][12][13].
The above results suggested looking for the analogue of the Zamolodchikov c{theorem
[14] in the framework of 4D N=2 SYM. In particular, very recently, it has been shown in
[15] that the results in [12] can be understood from the c{theorem point of view (see [16]
for related aspects). Furthermore, it has been shown that for the SU(n) case there is a
Lyapunov function which is naturally determined and related to the classical discriminant
of the Seiberg{Witten curve. It has been also observed that the c{theorem point of view
actually ts with the fact that, according to [6], Eq.(1) means that u is proportional to the
(super)conformal anomaly.
In this paper, we rst shortly consider the role of the beta{function in the framework of
the WDVV{like equations which have been introduced in [9] for the SU(3) case. While for
SU(3) the beta{function satises a basic equation, derived from the reduced Picard{Fuchs
equations, the identication of the inverse of the beta{function with the WDVV metric




This naturally suggests considering this equation for the groups SU(n) n > 3. It turns out
that in this case (2) is no longer an identity and actually is a consequence of the WDVV{like
equations derived in [17] (see [18] for related aspects).
The appearance of the beta{function in (2), and the way we derive it, suggests considering
it as related to the superconformal anomaly. This would be in agreement with the general
setting considered in [15] and the results in [3][6][19]. A consequence of this identication is
the natural conjecture that the WDVV{like equations (2) be equivalent to the higher rank
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that satises the equation [9]
Lu = u; (4)
where L is a second{order modular invariant operator.
Let us start by recalling the derivation of the WDVV{like equations for the SU(3) case
whose curve and its extension to SU(n) has been derived in [20]. Let us denote by ai = hii
and aDi = h
D
i i = @F=@a
i, i = 1; 2, the vev’s of the scalar component of the chiral supereld
and its dual. The eective couplings are given by ij = @
2F=@ai@aj . We also set u2  u =
htr2i, u3  v = htr3i and @k  @=@ak, @  @=@u. The reduced Picard{Fuchs equations








u + L; L3 = (P=3)@
2
v + L; (6)
and P = 27(v2 − 6) + 4u3, L = 12uv@u@v + 3v@v + 1.
Let us set
U = u22@11 − 2u1u2@12 + u
2
1@22; V = v
2
2@11 − 2v1v2@12 + v
2
1@22;
C = (u1v2 + v1u2)@12 − u2v2@11 − u1v1@22;
and D = u1v2 − u2v1, where @i1:::in  @














where l = 1; 2 and Fi1:::in  @i1:::inF . Subtracting the LHS from the RHS of Eqs.(7), we
obtain
Al  x11F22l + x22F11l − 2x12F12l = 0; (8)
where l = 1; 2 and
xij = 3vivj − uuiuj: (9)
Next, considering
A1 (y22F112 − 2y12F122 + y11F222)−A2 (−2y12F112 + y11F122 + y22F111) = 0;
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for i; j; k; n = 1; 2, where
lm =





For any choice of the parameters yjk, there is only one nontrivial equation in (10) which can
be rewritten in the form
1111 + 2
1212 + 
2222 = 0; (12)
where ij = (F11iF22j + F11jF22i) =2−F12iF12j, which satises the identity
2F12l12 = F22l11 + F11l22; l = 1; 2: (13)
The fact that ij is dimensionless implies that









is the scaling invariant vector eld.
















Let us denote by ij the inverse of the matrix ij . Setting





12 = 0: (19)
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for i; j; k; n = 1; 2, is an identity.











; k = 1; : : : ; n− 1: (22)
Let us set
Fi = Fijk: (23)




We now show that Eq.(20) holds also for SU(n) n > 3 (and is no longer an identity). In
particular, Eq.(20) can be derived by the WDVV equations in [17]. These have the form
FiF
−1
k Fj = FjF
−1
k Fi: (25)
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